2020 SPRING CLINICAL MEETING PROGRAM
Minneapolis, MN

Saturday, April 4

8:00 am - 10:00 am
PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)
MPLA Communication Workshop
Effective Communication for an MPLA Workshop
J. Johnson
(Great Northern)

10:00 am - 10:30 am
Visit the Vendors / Refreshments in Exhibit Hall

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiotherapy Patients
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiotherapy Patients, Radiation Dose and Risk to Image Guided Radiotherapy Patients
G. Zid, N. Buzas
(Great Northern)

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Visit the Vendors / Lunch in Exhibit Hall

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
ACR MOC Update
ACR Manual on MR Safety: Creation, Updates and New Information
J. Och

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
It's Worth the Extra Effort: Dual Energy and Portable CT
Dual Energy CT: Unveiled, The Portable On
X. Duan, N. Buzas

Sunday, April 5

8:00 am - 10:00 am
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Staying Up-to-Date with Legislative, Regulatory, and Certification Changes
Legislative Updates
The Election: Year Effect on Medical Physics;
Regulatory Updates
AABP MOC and DQA Updates
R. Martin, M. Reiter, J. Elee, K. Kanal
(Great Northern)

10:00 am - 10:30 am
Visit the Vendors / Refreshments in Exhibit Hall

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Your (TG) Updates Are Ready
TG-325 - Clinical Implementation of Data-driven Quality Control and Automated Treatment Planning
TG-326 - Clinical Implementation of Data-driven Quality Control and Automated Treatment Planning

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Visit the Vendors / Lunch in Exhibit Hall

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
Update on Stereotactic Breast Imaging
Stereotactic Breast Imaging Accreditation Updates
J. Ruckdeschel

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAMMOGRAPHY (SAM SESSION)
Got the new ACR QC Manual
Deliver this new ACR QC Manual
S. Brady, R. Marsh

Monday, April 6

8:00 am - 10:00 am
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Disaster Preparedness - Are You Ready?
Emergency Response and Recovery from the Anchorage 7.1 Magnitude Earthquake;
Nature and Risk of the Cyber-attack in General and Necessity of Understanding Radiobiological Outcomes Using Analytics from Clinical Tools at your Fingertips

10:00 am - 10:30 am
Visit the Vendors / Refreshments in Exhibit Hall

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Don't Let’s ask for the Moon. We have the Automation
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263
F. Gress, E. Berns, T. Ruckdeschel, K. Kanal

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Lunch on your own - Exhibit Hall closed 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
Based on New ACR Digital Mammography Quality Manual
Removing the new ACR Digital Mammography QC Manual

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

Tuesday, April 7

8:00 am - 10:00 am
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
The Numbers Don’t Lie: Can They?
Patent-specific QA Evaluation Using Modified Gamma Methods and 3D DVH Analysis
Understanding Radiobiological Outcomes Using Analytics from Clinical Tools at your Fingertips

10:00 am - 10:30 am
Visit the Vendors / Refreshments in Exhibit Hall

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAMMOGRAPHY (SAM SESSION)
Mammography: Imaging and Dosimetry

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
Window-60 Microspheres Therapy: Imaging and Dosimetry
S. Kappadath

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

MAMMOGRAPHY (SAM SESSION)

Wednesday, April 8

8:00 am - 10:00 am
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
Publishing Your Results: Lessons from the Literature
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)

10:00 am - 10:30 am
Visit the Vendors / Refreshments in Exhibit Hall

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
DIAGNOSTIC (DIAGNOSTIC SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)
MAIMMOGRAPY (SAM SESSION)